
TRAVEL INFORMATION
The DIET16 will be held in the Eibsee Hotel at the foot of Germany’s highest mountain, the
Zugspitze, near Garmisch-Partenkirchen (11 km) in Bavaria. The next international airports are
in Munich and Innsbruck (Austria) and approximately 100 and 70 km away, respectively.

BY CAR

Details on how to reach the hotel can be found on the its web page. According to Google, the
travel time from Munich airport is ~2hrs, but there may be heavy traffic in the Munich area.
From Innsbruck it takes ~1:15hrs. Note that you will need to pay toll on motor ways in Austria!

BY TRAIN to Garmisch-Partenkirchen

From Munich airport, the journey takes ~3hrs,  from  Munich  central  station  ~2hrs.  At
Innsbruck airport, you need to use public buses to reach Innsbruck main station and then take
a train. Overall, the journey from Innsbruck lasts ~3hrs, too. You can find your connection and
buy the tickets online. Please, enter "Garmisch-Partenkirchen" as your destination.

BY BUS to Garmisch-Partenkirchen

There is also a convenient, 2-hourly bus connection from Munich airport to Garmisch-
Partenkirchen, which can be found here. To reach the Eibsee-Hotel from Garmisch, please
refer to the options above.

TRANSFER FROM GARMISCH-PARTENKIRCHEN TO THE HOTEL

From the train station in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, there are 4 options to reach the Eibsee-
Hotel, which are highlighted in the attached maps:

1. The Zugspitzbahn (railway): Endstation "Eibsee", journey ca. 30 mins. Note that the last
train leaves Garmisch-Partenkirchen at 3:15pm! The time table can be found below). From
the Eibsee train station it is a few minutes walk to the Eibsee-Hotel.

2. The blue Eibseebus: Endstation "Eibsee", journey ca. 35 mins. Note that the last bus leaves
Garmisch-Partenkirchen at 6:14pm! The time table can be found below. Ticket: 4,70 €. From
the Eibsee train station it is a few minutes walk to the Eibsee-Hotel.

3. Taxi: To "Eibseehotel", journey ca. 20mins, ~25 €.

4. Shuttle-Service: Only available on Monday afternoon/evening! Journey ca. 20mins. If you
need a shuttle, please contact DIET16@fritz-haber-institut.de.

http://www.eibsee-hotel.de/en/home
https://www.eibsee-hotel.de/en/info-and-service/road-map
https://www.bahn.com/en/view/index.shtml
https://shop.flixbus.de/search?departureCity=585&arrivalCity=971&route=M%C3%BCnchen+Flughafen-Garmisch-Partenkirchen&rideDate=08.10.2018&adult=1&_locale=de&wt_eid=2153631938289960928&wt_t=1536319467720&affiliate=%28not+set%29%2C
https://zugspitze.de/de/sommer/aktuell/oeffnungszeiten
mailto:DIET16@fritz-haber-institut.de


YOUR CONNECTIONS IN GARMISCH-PARTENKIRCHEN
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EIBSEE BUS ZUGSPITZBAHN TAXI
Departure Arrival Departure Arrival ~ 20 mins to Eibsee

06:23 am 06:46 am

08:14 am 08:55 am 08:15 am 08:45 am SHUTTLE
Then hourly until… Then hourly until… Monday afternoon/evening

From 4:00 pm
06:14 pm 06:55 pm 03:15 pm 03:45 pm Please, send email to

DIET16@fritz-haber-institut.de
incl. arrival time at G.-P. station!
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ARRIVAL/DEPARTURE AT THE EIBSEE HOTEL

EIBSEE BUS ZUGSPITZBAHN TAXI
Departure Arrival (G.-P.) Departure Arrival (G.-P.) ~ 20 mins to G.-P.

06:48 am 07:23 am

08:10 am 8:51 am 10:15 am 10:50 am SHUTTLE
Then hourly until… Then hourly until… Unfortunately, no shuttle
12:10 pm 12:51 pm 05:15 pm 05:50 pm available!
01:00 pm 01:41 pm
01:50 pm 02:31 pm
03:10 pm 03:51 pm
Then hourly until…
07:10 pm 07:51 pm
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